Iowa Section MAA -
Survey Concerning Visiting Lecture Program

School________________________

Part I-To be filled in by any school which would provide a lecturer.
1. Best estimate of the number of lecturers available from your school.___________. Names of persons, if possible. (If not possible now, names may be supplied later).

2. Best estimate of the total number of lecture topics available from your school.___________. List lecture topics if possible. (If not possible now, topics may be supplied later).

Part II-To be filled in by any school which would be interested in using a lecturer.
1. Best estimate of the number of lecturers you would use during the 1972-73 academic year.___________________.

2. Funds would be available up to 0 10 20 30 40 50 dollars for expenses for each lecturer. (circle one)

Part III-To be checked by any school not filling in either Part I or Part II. Check one of the following.
________________ We may be interested in participating but cannot make any estimate before June 10.

________________ We would not be interested in participating.

Part IV- 1972-73 Chairman of Math. Dept. _______________________

Address____________________________

Phone_____________________________

Return to Joseph Hoffert, Drake University, Des Moines, Iowa, 50311, by June 12.